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Global outlook
• Needless to say: outlook is radically changed
• Useless to try now to put figures on the economic impact
of the epidemia/pandemia: technically impossible
• Previous forecasts looks also useless, except for diagnostic
• What I propose: to start from the analysis of existent
issues & challenges previous to the present virus shock,
both at global level and for CELAC area:
• 4 major facts: 1) clear that the crisis had begun before the
virus 2) another much worse virus was also already
invading the world: xenophobic & machist populism is
challenging our values, security and life; 3) CELAC
economies are structurally deteriorating (as EU & US) in
productivity, investment and competitiveness; 4) current
global economy with or without virus is unsustainable

Virus crisis opens a historical window of opportunity
for systemic changes

•
•

•

•
•

Pessimism over: useful for warning in advance, but no effect…
Now it is time for action challenging the errors with optimistic
reforms since the virus creates the necessary shock making clear
that “business as usual” is over and we need coherent approach
Most urgent global reforms: 1) the IMS based upon the US $ which
creates costly spillovers and imbalances impeding the savings to
fund the needs for transition to low-carbon economies; 2) to
eradicate subsides to fossil energies and to increase their relative
prices, only way to cut CO2 emissions; 3) to regulate financial
excessive liberalization which destabilizes real economy and
increases unfair income distribution 4) to cooperate for fiscal
fairness worldwide
US anti-cooperative approach will make US smaller and unsafe
“Those who would give up essential liberty to purchase a little
temporary safety deserve neither liberty nor safety”.B.Franklin
1755

In OECD: 2% of GDP wasted for subsidizing fossil energy
In LDCs 3.7% and Emerging 7.7% of GDP
This means
a room for
manoeuver
of $ 3.500
billions per
year !!
Paris
Agreement on
Climate
change
requires
1.000 bn of
financial flows
to emerging
and LDCs per
year

1) Recession had already started
• Not yet so visible because Central Banks were still actively
supporting illusionary growth with addictive drugs
creating bubbles, but fundamentals deteriorating rapidly:
less productivity, more protectionism killing the motor of
prosperity, less migrations, lack of transition to low
carbon, lack of financial regulation, excess of dogmatism,
• Fiscal policies still imbalanced: pro-cyclical US tax cut for
billionaires at the expenses of key collective goods
(health, education, infrastructures…), excessive German
surplus, but rising debts elsewhere and absence of room
for manoeuvers
• Monetary policies in “liquidity trap” with few rooms for
manoeuvers, negative interest rates (nominal and then
real), inflating bubbles and risk-taking, no reform of IMS

The motor of global growth has stalled BEFORE

2) Financial fragilities higher than ever
• Easy borrowing in foreign currencies + greater reliance on
borrowing from bond markets => more opaque risks,
escape from bank regulations
• Increase in leverage in foreign currency: Dollar debt of
non-banks outside the US at 12 trillion = 14% world GDP
(>10% before 2008 crisis)
• Strong increase in currency mismatches for firms in
emerging markets (exchange-rate risks for debtors)
• Higher fragility in dollar funding of non-US banks:
dependent on forex swaps and inadequate liquidity ratios
• Higher contagion due to interactions between greater
leverage, liquidity risks, currency mismatches = explosive
financial cocktail able to make private liquidity to vanish
and trigger a run towards safe assets in dollar

2) Financial fragilities worse than ever
•

•

•

The key-point is the scarcity of safe-asset supply together with
the absence of Lender-of-Last-Resort at global level: IMS still
based upon US$ and the FED which has no global function,
furthermore, the weaponization of the $ by D. Trump and the
legal constraints put upon the swaps between the FED and
other major Central banks make uncertain the possibility to
cushion a global liquidity crisis as it was the case in 2008-09.
The global liquidity is a double reversed pyramid: the credit
reversed pyramid and the fact that the basis of this credit
pyramid is another pyramid relying upon a too-narrow basis
safe-assets in dollar (and a few in euro) due to the “repomarkets” creating additional leverage.
In case of a panic, private liquidity disappears in a rush for Tbills in dollar, creating spreads with other currencies and
bonds

Financial fragilities higher than ever
IMF source
for the 5
following
charts

Financial fragilities higher than ever

Financial fragilities higher than ever
There is a
urgent need for
coordinated
Monetary
interventions

Financial fragilities higher than ever
Scarcity of
safe-assets:
need for a
multilateral
reserve
currency: IMF
should issued
SDR as G20
had made
possible in
March 2009

Financial fragilities higher than ever
The recession prospect
of bad loans with less
multilateralism will make
worse with a liquidity
panic and rush to the $
destroying global liquidity
With no LOLR at
international level,
FED swaps less available,
Trump’s anti-multilateral
Responses and isolated
measures

3) CELAC economies on a downward trend
CELAC economies
enter the new global
depression with
weaker position than
in 2008, more social
debt and inequalities,
less political stability,
less regional
integration
Need for regional
cohesion and EUCELAC New Deal

Also the Caribbean is on downward trend

Longer view Analysis: Annual GDP growth 2000-2015
CELAC region is lagging behind all LDCs: 2.9%  5.6%

The Long-term view for growth of Labor Productivity:
Relative level with respect of the EU average 1950-2018

LAC

Why CELAC is lagging behind? Weak labor
productivity 2000-2015

The Long-term view for growth of Total Factor Productivity:
TFP: Average annual growth 1960-2017

4) What to do?
1) Priority: Opening the
economies and
accelerating regional
integration: CELAC is the
least open region, the least
regionally integrated, the
least partner in GVCs

LAC

2) Need for improving participation in GVCs:
this requires more openness to imports and
FDI and more regional integration

3) Need for improving Regional integration:
LA has an excessive low share of intra-regional output chains: only 9%!
Regional and world integration => + investment + competition
=> + productivity

4) Priority: Higher investment rate: 23%-25%
Past:
2000-2016

IMF Forecast from 2018
For 2018-2023
+1% growth = +3%
Investment rate

Past: LAC
1984-2017 <20%

5) Insufficient R&D in CELAC

Exposure to digital wave

6) Social unfair distribution = obstacle to
sustainable growth
LAC

The Caribbean

Input-Output from 2014 (subestimation: much
higher in terms of % of GDP) (source: Bruegel)

Solar energy
as cheap as
hydropower !
Cheaper than
nuclear !

Analytical presentation of the 2020 big
depression
and a suggestion to CELAC

Productivity

JOB «L» GROWTH = Δ
PRODUCTIVITY

Job
s

jobs

Standard case: (not present case!) (sources: Gali + Fornaro & Wolf)
AD => L = f(g): more productivity creates more job due to additional income
spent and calling for more investments: correlation between job creation
and productivity
Virus = supply shock (breaks in Global Value Chains) => sudden productivity
drop from g to g’ via less demand (AD function)
Policy reaction: monetary policy for compensating job destructions: pushing
AD downward to AD’ for increasing demand
Possible in normal situation i.e. if no liquidity trap or no zero rates

Productivity

The vicious spiral: a supplydemand Gdoom loop
G
GG’

AD”

jobs

l
”
AD => L=f (g) through
investment “I”=f(expected demand “D*”)

GG => Productivity “g” = f(D*) => supply shock => demand shock
(amplification effect): lower demand induces firms to cut back
investment = endogenous drop in productivity growth => further
cut in demand => again lowers productivity growth. This is a vicious
spiral, or supply-demand doom loop,
 g downwards to GG’ additional loss of jobs and wage
 AD” monetary injection should need to be even stronger (is it
possible now???)

The present case: liquidity trap + liquidity crash
Productivity
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l= jobs
1) AD => a “kink” due to zero interest rates make ineffective monetary policy upon demand => additional
depressive effect
“Animal spirit” tends to block economy into “stagnation trap”
2) The present sharp recession worsened by global liquidity breakdown => private liquidity vanishes (repo
market) => panic sales of bonds => rush on “safe assets” (mostly in US$) => spreads on other currencies and
on T-bills from indebted countries => global liquidity crisis => more jobless => more depression: push back
to less jobs in l”
Therefore, solutions need to solve now the asymmetric impact of safe-asset scarcity blocking the global
liquidity supply: short-term action needs to solve systemic caveat

Solutions do exist but needs multilateral cooperation G20 + IMF
Productivity

Multilateral response is the
G
only efficient solution:
G
uncoordinated national
GG’ GG” policies doomed to fail
because global liquidity is not
seen as a public good;
L
US spillovers and $
”
asymmetries not correctly
recognized
Solutions: massive combination of global coordinated fiscal investment with global
accommodative unconventional
AD’

jobs

monetary policies => GG’ moving upwards => demand up => Investment & productivity up => demand up with AD’ shift on
the right downwards (monetary accommodation) => activity & jobs up
However, global liquidity is not the adding-up of national liquidities: due to the US$ asymmetry/spillovers (Global liquidity
relies upon safe-assets in dollar: repo-market fragility) AD’ shift needs both:
1) unlimited swaps between US Fed/ECB/BoE/Japan CB/Chinese CB for feeding non-US markets in US$ and be extended to
non-bank markets
2) efficient AD’ shift needs also G-20/IMF decision to issue missing safe-assets by providing SDR (as was done in 2009), but
more massively, on permanent basis and technically managed upon objective criteria (output gaps) = IMF would become
so the missing global LOLR

The Euro-area case and solution: to prevent the financial
segmentation through restoring a two-way-bet for financial
speculation by EMS access to ECB facility
In EMU: heterogeneous budgetary positions (deficits and debt ratios) = high risks
of huge interest differentials (financial spreads on sovereign bonds) = self-fulfilling
prophecy
Suspension of Stability Pact and budgetary discipline could not impede financial
markets to assess debtor risks triggering speculative attacks
Only way to counteract: ensuring urgently the markets that ECB is now a genuine
Central bank = acting as other LOLR do and able to effectively do ‘Whatever it
takes’ for preventing liquidity crisis to transform into debt-sustainability crisis.
Only ECB could demonstrate it by ensuring a double-way bet to speculators,
Existing European Stability Mechanism (EMS) has not enough resources
SOLUTION: ECB opens to EMS unlimited access as any bank, applying strictly the
existing Article 123 §2 of the Treaty, after ECOFIN transforming the EMS into a
“Public Bank” of the Member States (no need for legislation)
As the Draghi’s discourse in London 2012, the deterrent aspect of such a liquidity
access might do most of the job

The fastest and costless solution for Euro-area
• Article 123
(ex Article 101 TEC “no-bailing rule”)
§1. Overdraft facilities or any other type of credit facility with the European Central
Bank or with the central banks of the Member States (hereinafter referred to as
"national central banks") in favour of Union institutions, bodies, offices or agencies,
central governments, regional, local or other public authorities, other bodies governed
by public law, or public undertakings of Member States shall be prohibited, as shall the
purchase directly from them by the European Central Bank or national central banks of
debt instruments.
§2. Paragraph 1 shall not apply to publicly owned credit institutions which, in the
context of the supply of reserves by central banks, shall be given the same treatment by
national central banks and the European Central Bank as private credit institutions.
• Of course, the purchases of national bonds of less credible Member States should be
submitted to long-term adjustment plan to be bargained after the health crisis

Suggestion:
• Why not proposing to work out a jointCommuniqué of CELAC members to the EU?
• One of the possible common position would
be to strengthen multilateralism and claiming
for a fast IMF issuance of SDRs like what G-20
proposed in London in March/April 2009?
• CELAC could win credibility and attract others
by showing its capacity to speak with a single
voice when systemic measures and common
interests are at stake.

Analytic Scheme: Balance-sheet of the Multilateral
Central Bank (MCB = IMF+) in MRC (=SDR+)

ASSETS
A1 + A2 =total claims upon
“n” economies:

LIABILITIES
= Global Monetary Base
P1+P2 = total liquid
liabilities

A1. National Bonds in “n”
national currencies
converted in MRC (=
SDR+) (=valorised at daily market-

L1. Deposits in MRC from
« n » Central Banks as
counterparts for « n »
national Bonds sold to MCB

+ A2. Overdraft Facility in

+L2. Reserve Deposits in
MRC (SDR+) from National

rates against the MRC (“Multilateral
Reserve Currency”) basket
A1.1 Swapped Bonds
A1.2 Bought Bonds (= pure monetary
creation)

(countervalue changing all days but assets
= liabilities, no exchange-rate risks)
P1.1 = counterpart of swapped Bonds
P1.2 = net issuance of MRC (=
exogenous variation in Global Monetary
Base according to global needs)

Comments to the analytic scheme of the issuance of MRC
(SDR+) in the MCB (IMF+) Balance-sheet
A1.1 Swap between MCB and « n »
national CB for 20% (for
example) of their national assets
backing their national monetary
base (registered at current exchangerate in MRC:
such a swap does not create any
new liquidity (substitution inside
constant global monetary base)

L1.1 In counterpart of 20% of assets
swapped by the « n » CB the MCB
issues MRC (SDR+) on the
respective accounts of these CB
usable between CB. If exhausted,
possibility to borrow with the overdraft
facility below (L2)

A1.2 The MCB buys national Bonds
for increasing Global Monetary
Base (or sells for cutting it)

L1.2 Exogenous net issuance of MRC
making IMF a genuine Global Central
Bank able to change Global Monetary
Base and SDR+ becoming a full
international currency

A2 The MCB opens an Overdraft
Facility to national CB of deficit
economies, usable according to
objective rules (% of quotas) and

L2 MRC issued as counterpart of
overdraft uses: deficit economies
pay to surplus economies by shifting
MRC from their accounts to the

